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Orphaned by the Border Wars, Alina Starkov is taken to
become the protegâe of the mysterious Darkling, who
trains her to join the magical elite in the belief that she is
the Sun Summoner, who can destroy the monsters of the
Fold.
Book Two in the critically acclaimed Fire Sermon postapocalyptic trilogy, “with its well-built world, vivid
characters and suspenseful plot” (Kirkus Reviews,
starred review), is an exciting and thought-provoking
continuation of this epic social commentary written by
award-winning poet Francesca Haig. Four hundred years
after a nuclear apocalypse, all humans are born in pairs:
the Alphas, and their deformed Omega twins, who are
ruthlessly oppressed. But despite their claims of
superiority, the Alphas cannot escape one harsh fact:
Whenever one twin dies, so does the other. Following
the events of The Fire Sermon, the Omega resistance
has been brutally attacked, its members dead or in
hiding. The Alpha Council’s plan for permanently
containing the Omegas has begun. But all is not entirely
lost: the Council’s seer, the Confessor, is dead, killed by
her twin’s sacrifice. Cass is left haunted by visions of the
past, while her brother Zach’s cruelty and obsession
push her to the edge and threaten to destroy everything
she hopes for. As the country moves closer to all-out civil
war, Cass will learn that to change the future she will
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need to uncover
the past. But nothing can prepare her
for what she discovers: a deeply buried secret that raises
the stakes higher than ever before.
Bow Before Your Queen Or Bleed Before Her… From #1
New York Times bestselling author Jennifer L.
Armentrout comes book three in her Blood and Ash
series. She's been the victim and the survivor… Poppy
never dreamed she would find the love she’s found with
Prince Casteel. She wants to revel in her happiness but
first they must free his brother and find hers. It’s a
dangerous mission and one with far-reaching
consequences neither dreamed of. Because Poppy is
the Chosen, the Blessed. The true ruler of Atlantia. She
carries the blood of the King of Gods within her. By right
the crown and the kingdom are hers. The enemy and the
warrior… Poppy has only ever wanted to control her own
life, not the lives of others, but now she must choose to
either forsake her birthright or seize the gilded crown and
become the Queen of Flesh and Fire. But as the
kingdoms’ dark sins and blood-drenched secrets finally
unravel, a long-forgotten power rises to pose a genuine
threat. And they will stop at nothing to ensure that the
crown never sits upon Poppy’s head. A lover and
heartmate… But the greatest threat to them and to
Atlantia is what awaits in the far west, where the Queen
of Blood and Ash has her own plans, ones she has
waited hundreds of years to carry out. Poppy and
Casteel must consider the impossible—travel to the
Lands of the Gods and wake the King himself. And as
shocking secrets and the harshest betrayals come to
light, and enemies emerge to threaten everything Poppy
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and Casteel have
fought for, they will discover just how
far they are willing to go for their people—and each other.
And now she will become Queen…
An African tightrope walker who can’t die gets embroiled
in a secret society’s deadly gladiatorial tournament in
this thrilling historical fantasy set in an alternate 1880s
London, perfect for fans of The Last Magician and The
Gilded Wolves. As an African tightrope dancer in
Victorian London, Iris is used to being strange. She is
certainly a strange sight for leering British audiences
always eager for the spectacle of colonial curiosity. But
Iris also has a secret that even “strange” doesn’t
capture…? She cannot die. Haunted by her unnatural
power and with no memories of her past, Iris is obsessed
with discovering who she is. But that mission gets more
complicated when she meets the dark and alluring Adam
Temple, a member of a mysterious order called the
Enlightenment Committee. Adam seems to know much
more about her than he lets on, and he shares with her a
terrifying revelation: the world is ending, and the
Committee will decide who lives…and who doesn’t. To
help them choose a leader for the upcoming apocalypse,
the Committee is holding the Tournament of Freaks, a
macabre competition made up of vicious fighters with
fantastical abilities. Adam wants Iris to be his champion,
and in return he promises her the one thing she wants
most: the truth about who she really is. If Iris wants to
learn about her shadowy past, she has no choice but to
fight. But the further she gets in the grisly tournament,
the more she begins to remember—and the more she
wonders if the truth is something best left forgotten.
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This challenging
book is designed to move the reader
from complacency and apathy to an energized,
passionate believer.
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A NEW YORK
TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF THE YEAR "A spectacular
novel that only this legend can pull off." -Ibram X. Kendi,
#1 New York Times-bestselling author of HOW TO BE
AN ANTIRACIST, in The Atlantic "An exquisite tale of
family legacy….The power and poetry of Woodson’s
writing conjures up Toni Morrison." – People "In less than
200 sparsely filled pages, this book manages to
encompass issues of class, education, ambition, racial
prejudice, sexual desire and orientation, identity, motherdaughter relationships, parenthood and loss….With Red
at the Bone, Jacqueline Woodson has indeed risen —
even further into the ranks of great literature." – NPR
"This poignant tale of choices and their aftermath, history
and legacy, will resonate with mothers and daughters."
–Tayari Jones, bestselling author of AN AMERICAN
MARRIAGE, in O Magazine An unexpected teenage
pregnancy pulls together two families from different
social classes and explores their histories – reaching
back to the Tulsa race massacre of 1921 -- and exposes
the private hopes, disappointments, and longings that
can bind or divide us from each other, from the New York
Times-bestselling and National Book Award-winning
author of Another Brooklyn and Brown Girl Dreaming.
Moving forward and backward in time, Jacqueline
Woodson's taut and powerful new novel uncovers the
role that history and community have played in the
experiences, decisions, and relationships of these
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families, and In
in the
life of the new child. As the book
opens in 2001, it is the evening of sixteen-year-old
Melody's coming of age ceremony in her grandparents'
Brooklyn brownstone. Watched lovingly by her relatives
and friends, making her entrance to the music of Prince,
she wears a special custom-made dress. But the event is
not without poignancy. Sixteen years earlier, that very
dress was measured and sewn for a different wearer:
Melody's mother, for her own ceremony-- a celebration
that ultimately never took place. Unfurling the history of
Melody's family – reaching back to the Tulsa race
massacre in 1921 -- to show how they all arrived at this
moment, Woodson considers not just their ambitions and
successes but also the costs, the tolls they've paid for
striving to overcome expectations and escape the pull of
history. As it explores sexual desire and identity,
ambition, gentrification, education, class and status, and
the life-altering facts of parenthood, Red at the Bone
most strikingly looks at the ways in which young people
must so often make long-lasting decisions about their
lives--even before they have begun to figure out who
they are and what they want to be.
Sixteen-year-old triplets Princesses Sophronia, Daphne,
and Beatriz, each with her own secret skill and wish,
begin arranged marriages to princes of neighboring
nations to fulfill their mother's intention to reign over the
continent.
A New York Times Notable Book | Lambda Literary Award
Winner | Long-listed for the PEN Open Book Award “Charles
Blow is the James Baldwin of our age.” — Washington Blade
“[An] exquisite memoir . . . Delicately wrought and arresting.”
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— New York Times
Universally praised on its publication, Fire
Shut Up in My Bones is a pioneering journalist’s indelible
coming-of-age tale. Charles M. Blow’s mother was a fiercely
driven woman with five sons, brass knuckles in her glove box,
and a job plucking poultry at a factory near their segregated
Louisiana town, where slavery's legacy felt close. When her
philandering husband finally pushed her over the edge, she
fired a pistol at his fleeing back, missing every shot, thanks to
“love that blurred her vision and bent the barrel.” Charles
was the baby of the family, fiercely attached to his “do-right”
mother. Until one day that divided his life into Before and
After—the day an older cousin took advantage of the young
boy. The story of how Charles escaped that world to become
one of America’s most innovative and respected public
figures is a stirring, redemptive journey that works its way into
the deepest chambers of the heart. “Stunning . . . Blow’s
words grab hold of you . . . [and] lead you to a place of
healing.” — Essence “The memoir of the year.” — A. V. Club
Book 2 in the Warhammer 40,000 Mega-series, "Dawn of
Fire". As the Indomitus Crusade begins, great fleets warships
leave Terra on a desperate mission to stabilise Imperium
Sanctus in the wake of the Great Rift. The returned primarch,
Roboute Guilliman, leads a huge force towards the shrine
world of Gathalamor, whose stable warp routes will allow the
flotilla to spread across the beleaguered southern half of the
Imperium. But grave tidings reach the Imperial Regent’s
ears. Warnings from an ancient race and eerie silence from
the army tasked with holding the crucial world until his arrival,
lead Guilliman to send a vital mission to Gathalamor; at its
head, Shield-Captain Achallor of the Adeptus Custodes.
Achallor discovers a world on the brink, a beaten Imperial
force and sinister agents of Abaddon the Despoiler who have
unearthed an ancient evil, a weapon that when harnessed not
only threatens the primarch, but perhaps the holy Throne of
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These landmark essays on the prophet Jeremiah allow us to
hear the prophet's voice as an urgent message in our own
day. The contents include: Listening for the Prophetic Word
Jeremiah: Portrait of the Prophet The Book of Jeremiah:
Meditation upon the Abyss Recent Scholarship: Intense
Criticism, Thin Interpretation Jeremiah's Use of Rhetorical
Questions An Ending That Does Not End Theology in
Jeremiah: Creatio in extremis Next Steps in Jeremiah Studies
Hearing the Word in Exile The Prophetic Word of God and
History A Second Reading of Jeremiah after the Dismantling
A Shattered Transcendence: Exile and Restoration A
"Characteristic" Reflection on What Comes Next Haunting
Book--Haunted People Carrying Forward the Prophetic Task
Prophetic Ministry A World Available for Peace God's
Relentless "If" When Jerusalem Gloats over Shiloh Why
Prophets Won't Leave Well Enough Alone.
Winner of the Los Angeles Times Book Prize for
Mystery/Thriller Winner of the Edgar Award for Best First
Novel When an elderly recluse discovers a corpse on his
land, Officer Henry Farrell is drawn into a murder
investigation that might tear his sleepy community apart. Tom
Bouman's chilling and evocative debut introduces one of the
most memorable new characters in detective fiction and
uncovers a haunting section of rural Pennsylvania, where gas
drilling is bringing new wealth and eroding neighborly trust.
Dry Bones in the Valley is the first book in the Henry Farrell
series. Tom Bouman's Officer Farrell returns in Fateful
Mornings.
WINNER OF THE NOBEL PRIZE IN LITERATURE "A
brilliant literary murder mystery." —Chicago Tribune
"Extraordinary. Tokarczuk's novel is funny, vivid, dangerous,
and disturbing, and it raises some fierce questions about
human behavior. My sincere admiration for her brilliant work."
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a remote Polish village, Janina devotes the
dark winter days to studying astrology, translating the poetry
of William Blake, and taking care of the summer homes of
wealthy Warsaw residents. Her reputation as a crank and a
recluse is amplified by her not-so-secret preference for the
company of animals over humans. Then a neighbor, Big Foot,
turns up dead. Soon other bodies are discovered, in
increasingly strange circumstances. As suspicions mount,
Janina inserts herself into the investigation, certain that she
knows whodunit. If only anyone would pay her mind . . . A
deeply satisfying thriller cum fairy tale, Drive Your Plow over
the Bones of the Dead is a provocative exploration of the
murky borderland between sanity and madness, justice and
tradition, autonomy and fate. Whom do we deem sane? it
asks. Who is worthy of a voice?
This essential authorized biography of Eugene Peterson
offers unique insights into the experiences and spiritual
convictions of the iconic American pastor and beloved
translator of The Message. “In the time of a generation-wide
breakdown in trust with leaders in every sphere of society,
Eugene’s quiet life of deep integrity and gospel purpose is a
bright light against a dark backdrop.”—John Mark Comer,
author of The Ruthless Elimination of Hurry “This hunger for
something radical—something so true that it burned in his
bones—was a constant in Eugene’s life. His longing for God
ignited a ferocity in his soul.” Encounter the multifaceted life
of one of the most influential and creative pastors of the past
half century with unforgettable stories of Eugene’s lifelong
devotion to his craft and love of language, the influences and
experiences that shaped his unquenchable faith, the
inspiration for his decision to translate The Message, and his
success and struggles as a pastor, husband, and father.
Author Winn Collier was given exclusive access to Eugene
and his materials for the production of this landmark work.
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Drawing from his
friendship and expansive view of
Peterson’s life, Collier offers an intimate, beautiful, and
earthy look into a remarkable life. For Eugene, the gifts of life
were inexhaustible: the glint of fading light over the lake; a
kiss from his wife, Jan; a good joke; a bowl of butter pecan
ice cream. As you enter into his story, you’ll find yourself
doing the same—noticing how the most ordinary things
shimmer with a new and unexpected beauty.
When Daniel Blackland was six, he ingested his first bone
fragment, a bit of kraken spine plucked out of the sand during
a visit with his demanding, brilliant, and powerful magician
father, Sebastian. When Daniel was twelve, he watched
Sebastian die at the hands of the Hierarch of Southern
California, devoured for the heightened magic layered deep
within his bones. Now, years later, Daniel is a petty thief with
a forged identity. Hiding amid the crowds in Los Angeles—the
capital of the Kingdom of Southern California—Daniel is trying
to go straight. But his crime-boss uncle has a heist he wants
Daniel to perform: break into the Hierarch's storehouse of
magical artifacts and retrieve Sebastian's sword, an object of
untold power. For this dangerous mission, Daniel will need a
team he can rely on, so he brings in his closest friends from
his years in the criminal world. There's Moth, who can take a
bullet and heal in mere minutes. Jo Alverado, illusionist. The
multitalented Cassandra, Daniel's ex. And, new to them all,
the enigmatic, knowledgeable Emma, with her British accent
and her own grudge against the powers-that-be. The stakes
are high, and the stage is set for a showdown that might just
break the magic that protects a long-corrupt regime.
Extravagant and yet moving, Greg van Eekhout's California
Bones is an epic adventure set in a city of canals and secrets
and casual brutality--different from the world we know, yet
familiar and true. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
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No one can save her. In order to protect Prince
Lucien d’Malvane’s heart, Zera had to betray him.
Now, he hates the sight of her. Trapped in Cavanos
as a prisoner of the king, she awaits the inevitable
moment her witch severs their magical connection
and finally ends her life. But fate isn't ready to give
her up just yet. With freedom coming from the most
unlikely of sources, Zera is given a second chance at
life as a Heartless. But it comes with a terrible price.
As the king mobilizes his army to march against the
witches, Zera must tame an elusive and deadly
valkerax trapped in the tunnels underneath the city if
she wants to regain her humanity. Winning over a
bloodthirsty valkerax? Hard. Winning back her
friends before war breaks out? A little harder. But a
Heartless winning back Prince Lucien’s heart? The
hardest thing she’s ever done. The Bring Me Their
Hearts series is best enjoyed in order. Reading
Order: Book #1 Bring Me Their Hearts Book #2 Find
Me Their Bones Book #3 Send Me Their Souls
Soulwinning is the energizing, ennobling life. We
have put into practice the truths shared in this book.
For well over a half-century in more than eighty
nations, we have communicated the good news
publicly, out where the poeple are, addressing
audiences of 20,000 to 300,000 people. Discover the
secret, the pleasure, the exhiliration of sharing God's
love in a hurting world. Experience new self-esteem.
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Winning others, you truly win Christ. Enriching
people, your own life is enriched. -T.L. Osborn I am
convinced this is the finest book that my father has
yet authored. As a world evangelist, a teacher, a
pastor, and a bishop, I know of no other literary work
that brings such biblical focus to pastors and
leaders, and such practical insight and uplifting selfesteem to Christian believers. This book has
changed the world, lifting the laity from the gallery of
spectators to the arena of action, revealing dignity
and purpose for liviing. No wonder ministers call it A
Classic on Biblical Christianity. -LaDonna Osborn
In this gripping thriller set in New Zealand, New York
Times bestselling author Nalini Singh takes you into
the twisted world of an exclusive cul-de-sac located
on the edge of a sprawling forest. My mother
vanished ten years ago. So did a quarter of a million
dollars in cash. Thief. Bitch. Criminal. Now, she's
back. Her bones clothed in scarlet silk. When
socialite Nina Rai disappeared without a trace,
everyone wrote it off as another trophy wife tired of
her wealthy husband. But now her bones have
turned up in the shadowed green of the forest that
surrounds her elite neighborhood, a haven of
privilege and secrets that’s housed the same
influential families for decades. The rich live here,
along with those whose job it is to make their lives
easier. And somebody knows what happened to
Nina one rainy night ten years ago. Her son Aarav
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heard a chilling scream that night, and he’s
determined to uncover the ugly truth that lives
beneath the moneyed elegance…but no one is ready
for the murderous secrets about to crawl out of the
dark. Even the dead aren’t allowed to break the
rules in this cul-de-sac.
“A dark and enchanting tale.” —Bustle “Fiercely
written and beautifully feminist.” —Lisa Maxwell, New
York Times bestselling author of The Last Magician
One girl must uncover secrets of the past to save her
friend from a terrible curse in this “dark, angry fairy
tale” (BCCB, starred review) filled with love,
revenge, and redemption that is inspired by the myth
of Medusa. Milla knows two things to be true:
Demons are real, and fear will keep her safe. Milla’s
whole world is her family’s farm. She is never
allowed to travel to the village and her only friend is
her beloved older brother, Niklas. When a brighteyed girl named Iris comes to stay, Milla hopes her
loneliness might finally be coming to an end. But Iris
has a secret she’s forbidden to share: The village is
cursed by a demon who possesses girls at random,
and the townspeople live in terror of who it will come
for next. Now, it seems, the demon has come for Iris.
When Iris is captured and imprisoned with other
possessed girls, Milla leaves home to rescue her
and break the curse forever. Her only company on
the journey is a terrible new secret of her own: Milla
is changing, too, and may soon be a demon herself.
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Suspenseful and vividly imagined, The Cold Is in Her
Bones is a novel about the dark, reverberating power
of pain, the yearning to be seen and understood, and
the fragile optimism of love.
"Twisty, grisly, genre-bending and immersive, Not
Even Bones will grab you by the throat and drag you
along as it gleefully tramples all of your
expectations." —Sara Holland, New York Times bestselling author of Everless Dexter meets This Savage
Song in this dark fantasy about a girl who sells
magical body parts on the black market — until she’s
betrayed. Nita doesn’t murder supernatural beings
and sell their body parts on the internet—her mother
does that. Nita just dissects the bodies after they’ve
been “acquired.” Until her mom brings home a live
specimen and Nita decides she wants out; dissecting
a scared teenage boy is a step too far. But when she
decides to save her mother’s victim, she ends up
sold in his place—because Nita herself isn’t exactly
“human.” She has the ability to alter her biology, a
talent that is priceless on the black market. Now on
the other side of the bars, if she wants to escape,
Nita must ask herself if she’s willing to become the
worst kind of monster.
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you
just have a religion? Do you know God, or do you
just know about God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul
Coutinho, SJ, challenges us to grow stronger and
deeper in our faith and in our relationship with God—a
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God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on
our way, Coutinho introduces us to people in various
world religions—from Hindu friends to Buddhist
teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped
his spiritual life and made possible his deep,
personal relationship with God.
Evil forces are at work to manipulate the dragons
and the oracles in order to achieve their ultimate
destruction. Every decision could mean the
difference between survival and catastrophe, but
who can be trusted...and who will be called on to be
the sacrificial lamb?
When Bill Mason set off alone into the wilderness in his
red canoe, many people went with him, if only in their
imaginations. Now, James Raffan leads us into the heart
of the vast landscape that was Bill Mason's own brilliant
imagination, on a biographical journey that is
entertaining, enriching and inspiring. Bill Mason was a
filmmaker who gave us classics such as Cry of the Wild
and Paddle to the Sea; he was author of the canoeist's
bible, Path of the Paddle; he was the consummate
outdoorsman. But few Canadians know that his
gentleness and rugged self-sufficiency masked a life of
great physical struggles. James Raffan reveals the
private, sometimes anguished, man behind the legend.
A respected journalist describes the abuse he suffered at
the hands of a close family relative, the effect this had on
his formative years and how he overcame the anger and
self-doubt it left behind. 75,000 first printing.
In this fascinating collection of essays, Albert Raboteau
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reexamines the
rich history of the African-American
religious experience. Through his exploration of
traditions that include the Baptist revivals, the AME
Church, Black Catholics and African Orisa religions,
Raboteau demonstrates how the active faith of AfricanAmericans shaped their institutions and empowered their
struggle for social justice throughout their history.
Zelie Adebola remembers when the soil of Or sha
hummed with magic. Burners ignited flames, Tiders
beckoned waves, and Zelie s Reaper mother summoned
forth souls. But everything changed the night magic
disappeared. Under the orders of a ruthless king, maji
were killed, leaving Zelie without a mother and her
people without hope.
A collection of eight short stories pays tribute to the pulp
storytelling that captivated the author in his youth,
including "The Gruesome Affair of the Electric Blue
Lightning," "Tarzan and the Land That Time Forgot," and
the title story.
Every adult I have ever worked with has identified a
broken, hurt or disillusioned child memory within; "The
Children in my Chair." Susie had an intense phobia, Lucy
was a compulsive over eater, Valerie believed women
are subservient and had no voice, Noreen grew up with a
lack mentality and was always broke, Erin never felt
good enough, Julie believed she was unlovable, Doug
was angry all the time and Katie distrusted her feelings
and hide them inside. How did this happen? We are
living in a world full of people living with shame, guilt, self
blame, unhappiness, unworthiness, fear and obligation
that was originally put upon them' unconsciously by their
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models in early life. How we, as
innocent children, learn about and what we come to
believe about ourselves and about life are the teachings
of this book. We've been conditioned! Conditioning
begins with words we hear, think and speak. This book is
a simple call to presence for all because everyone was
once a child themselves. Take this opportunity to;
recognize your own conditioning; break the chains of the
past; learn what it is to be present; and learn how to
consciously use words that empower, inspire, support
and encourage both yourself and the children in your life
now.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Jennifer L.
Armentrout comes a new novel in her Blood and Ash
series… Is Love Stronger Than Vengeance? A Betrayal…
Everything Poppy has ever believed in is a lie, including
the man she was falling in love with. Thrust among those
who see her as a symbol of a monstrous kingdom, she
barely knows who she is without the veil of the Maiden.
But what she does know is that nothing is as dangerous
to her as him. The Dark One. The Prince of Atlantia. He
wants her to fight him, and that’s one order she’s more
than happy to obey. He may have taken her, but he will
never have her. A Choice…. Casteel Da’Neer is known
by many names and many faces. His lies are as
seductive as his touch. His truths as sensual as his bite.
Poppy knows better than to trust him. He needs her
alive, healthy, and whole to achieve his goals. But he’s
the only way for her to get what she wants—to find her
brother Ian and see for herself if he has become a
soulless Ascended. Working with Casteel instead of
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against him presents
its own risks. He still tempts her
with every breath, offering up all she’s ever wanted.
Casteel has plans for her. Ones that could expose her to
unimaginable pleasure and unfathomable pain. Plans
that will force her to look beyond everything she thought
she knew about herself—about him. Plans that could bind
their lives together in unexpected ways that neither
kingdom is prepared for. And she’s far too reckless, too
hungry, to resist the temptation. A Secret… But unrest
has grown in Atlantia as they await the return of their
Prince. Whispers of war have become stronger, and
Poppy is at the very heart of it all. The King wants to use
her to send a message. The Descenters want her dead.
The wolven are growing more unpredictable. And as her
abilities to feel pain and emotion begin to grow and
strengthen, the Atlantians start to fear her. Dark secrets
are at play, ones steeped in the blood-drenched sins of
two kingdoms that would do anything to keep the truth
hidden. But when the earth begins to shake, and the
skies start to bleed, it may already be too late.
England Have My Bones was a well-received memoir
about a year spent in England, staying in a workman's
cottage and writing this book, while engaging in falconry,
hunting & fishing. The book is written in the form of a
diary running from 3rd March 1934 to the 3rd March
1935. The author fishes, hunts, shoots ducks, learns to
fly a small aeroplane, and keeps a snake as a pet. He
does these things one at a time and obsessively, being
the sort of person who needs to be the best at everything
he tries. The author of "The Once and Future King"
began keeping this diary to record the delights and
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constant surprises
that a city dweller happens upon
when he leaves the urban world behind and lives in the
countryside. The poetry of fire, the mystery of trees, the
marvels of trout fishing, the joy of the hunt and the
delicious comfort of a cozy blazing fire are all described,
and much more. An essential read for the keen or just
curious country sportsman/woman.
Glenn Hinson focuses on a single gospel program and
offers a major contribution to our understanding not just
of gospel but of the nature of religious experience. A key
feature of African American performance is the layering
of performative voices and the constant shifting of
performative focus. To capture this layering, Hinson
demonstrates how all the parts of the gospel program
work together to shape a single whole, joining speech
and song, performer and audience, testimony, prayer,
preaching, and singing into a seamless and multifaceted
service of worship. Personal stories ground the
discussion at every turn, while experiential testimony
fuels the unfolding arguments. Fire in My Bones is an
original exploration of experience and belief in a
community of African American Christians, but it is also
an exploration of African American aesthetics, the study
of belief, and the ethnographic enterprise.
Gordon Christensen and Geneva Noren were born in
different parts of the country and into different hard
times. Gordon grew up in the south end of Seattle in the
1920s, where his family faced many struggles in the
"New Land" to which they had moved after World War I.
Geneva was raised on a small farm in Dust Bowl Kansas
where faith in God was the family's greatest hope. God
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proved His love
and care for these young people as they
learned to trust in Him in any adversity--lessons that
would be the key to life or death as these young
Christians found each other, and found their way onto
the mission field in the Belgian Congo. Their adventures,
escapes, and discoveries underscore these truths about
their God: He is all powerful, all loving, and everywhere
present.
April Henry masterminds another edge-of-your-seat
thriller in this much-anticipated sequel to Girl, Stolen. Six
months ago, Griffin Sawyer meant to steal a car, but he
never meant to steal the girl asleep in the backseat.
Panicked, he took her home. His father, Roy, decided to
hold Cheyenne—who is blind—for ransom. Griffin helped
her escape, and now Roy is awaiting trial. As they
prepare to testify, Griffin and Cheyenne reconnect and
make plans to meet. But the plan goes wrong and
Cheyenne gets captured by Roy’s henchmen—this time
for the kill. Can Cheyenne free herself? And is Griffin a
pawn or a player in this deadly chase? April Henry
masterminds another edge-of-your-seat thriller in Count
All Her Bones. This title has Common Core connections.
A Christy Ottaviano Book
In a nation on the brink of war, a young art student's starcrossed love begins to bloom in the first book of the New
York Times bestselling epic fantasy trilogy by awardwinning author Laini Taylor. Around the world, black
handprints are appearing on doorways, scorched there
by winged strangers who have crept through a slit in the
sky. In a dark and dusty shop, a devil's supply of human
teeth grown dangerously low. And in the tangled lanes of
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Prague, a young
art student is about to be caught up in a
brutal otherworldly war. Meet Karou. She fills her
sketchbooks with monsters that may or may not be real;
she's prone to disappearing on mysterious "errands";
she speaks many languages -- not all of them human;
and her bright blue hair actually grows out of her head
that color. Who is she? That is the question that haunts
her, and she's about to find out. When one of the
strangers -- beautiful, haunted Akiva -- fixes his firecolored eyes on her in an alley in Marrakesh, the result is
blood and starlight, secrets unveiled, and a star-crossed
love whose roots drink deep of a violent past. But will
Karou live to regret learning the truth about herself?
Essays discuss racism in America, the Civil Rights
movement, and the author's career as an educator and
minister
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